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Having employees living

the firm’s core values

every day is an

underappreciated

strength that really does

help us get better results

faster on serious injury

cases. Our core values

are embodied in the acronym, “HECTOR.” Every employee must be

HHungry to grow and achieve. They must EExecute - that means take on

projects and finish them timely and correctly. They must have

CCompassion for our clients and other team members. They must put

TTeam over self. They must take OOwnership of everything that they

touch. They must, most importantly, do the RRight thing no matter what.

The “CC” in HECTOR is really our secret weapon. Compassion for our

clients means setting up our system so that our team members are in

regular contact with our clients and are encouraged to intervene when

they see something that can make their lives easier or more

meaningful. Meals delivered after client surgery, arranging care for

pets, helping the client find medical care, transportation, or even just

an ear to listen keeps us from being a mill. We are transforming the
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way personal injury law is delivered.

As a result of our core values, we get clients who know we really care.

We get better results faster because we know what is going on with

the client and their case every step of the way. We are thankful to

serve Texas families and plan to keep our clients as the center of our

vision for the future. We hope you will consider us if ever your family is

affected by another’s negligence. We never charge for consultations,

and we are not paid until we win your case.

On behalf of the entire firm, thank you for your continued support of

MLG.

Lin McCraw

CEO / Managing Partner

Spotlight: Team BuildingSpotlight: Team Building

In today's fast-paced world, fostering

solid bonds among team members is

crucial for success. At our recent team-

building event, we hit it out of the park

with an unforgettable day at the Texas

Rangers baseball game. The

atmosphere was electric as our team

came together to cheer, bond, and

celebrate our love for the sport. This action-packed day at the ballpark

not only created lasting memories but also strengthened our sense of

camaraderie and teamwork.

Beyond the excitement of the game itself, there were numerous

opportunities to connect on a personal level. We shared laughter,

inside jokes, and friendly banter as we cheered on our favorite

players. These moments of connection allow us to see each other

beyond our professional roles, fostering a deeper understanding and

appreciation for one another.



The day was an absolute home run! By taking a break from our daily

routines and immersing ourselves in the excitement of the ballpark,

we recharged, connected, and returned to work with renewed energy

and enthusiasm.

Featured Client TestimonialFeatured Client Testimonial

"From the moment you walk through their door you are treated

with the upmost care and respect. The ladies at the front desk are

welcoming and very nice; the paralegals and attorneys are as well.

McCraw Law Group does an outstanding job of communicating,

walking you through the process and providing you with very thorough

information every step of the way. I can’t thank them enough, I would

give more stars if possible."
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